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Rockwell Unscripted

Hospitality,
theater
and play
at work.

Knoll

From Knoll and David Rockwell,
renowned for creating places
where people want to be, comes
an unrivaled work experience
designed to let spontaneity unfold
and people complete the story.
Welcome to Rockwell Unscripted.

So glad I ran into you.
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* To explore the research behind Immersive Planning, visit knoll.com/research

Rockwell Unscripted

The concept of the workplace is being reinvented. Despite
mobile technology and other workspace alternatives, for most
people the office is still home base for getting work done.
To encourage employees to work on site, companies are
providing compelling environments and programs that draw
workers together to foster engagement and build community.*

Credenza
The piece that works everywhere. Available 48" and 60"W;
credenza (24"H) and console (36"H) models; 15", 18", or 24"D
cabinets with open, door/open and full-door configurations;
wire base or modular storage uprights.

Drink Rail with Easy Stools
A gathering place for a minute or an hour, for exchanging
hellos (and ideas). Available counter or bar height; 60", 66", 72",
78", and 84"W; tapered top or easy top with bullnose edge; wood
or metal legs; optional cordset power; Easy stool available low
(16"H), counter (24"H), or bar (30"H) height, optional seat pad.
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The elements your
workplace could
use that it probably
doesn’t have (yet).

Right and Left Arm Seats
One works alone; two make a sofa; four, a cloverleaf. In
combination with other modular pieces, you can create
many a welcoming niche. French seams, reversible seat
cushion with pinch pleat detail; wood legs in clear oak,
espresso, or ebony stained ash; 44"W x 29"D x 29"H, 16"
seat height.

Rockwell Unscripted
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Influenced by startup and café culture, a hospitality mindset
is breathing new life into the office. Workplace design is
among the most definitive predictors of employee satisfaction,
and in turn, loyalty. One good turn deserves another.
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Can we chat for a minute?
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This is hospitality, from
soup to nuts—or in this
case, from drink cart to
communal table.

Library Table
The library table is the ultimate communal table to
anchor a collective experience—whether reading room,
canteen or theater-in-the-round. Available 144", 192", 240",
or 288"W; 60"D, 28"H, optional cordset or hardwired surfaceaccess power.

Telly™ Screen
Soft forms provide peek-a-boo privacy and nicely define a
space. Fabric-covered segments link in a straight line or curved
up to 160 degrees; two, three or four segments high (overall
heights of 32", 46", and 60"H), each totem 19"D at the base,
20"W; minimum of two totems required.
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Hospitality Cart
Bring the provisions (or the party) to you and your team.
Available 30", 36", or 42"W; 42"H; 18"D, locking casters; shelves
with rails; top and bottom fixed; middle adjustable.

Swivel Seats
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A soft seat with a bit of unexpected fun (wheee!). 360-degree
swivel, French seams, pinch pleat detail around seat; low (18"H),
counter (24"H), and bar (30"H) height in 15" diameter cylinder;
15" cube in 18"H only; available in non-swivel glide versions.

“The collection
is very much
open to
what other
people will
do with it.

It’s

an invitation
to make it
their own.”

Hang on, let me check.
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Modern advancements continue to accelerate, disrupt
and rewrite how we connect. Immediacy, information, and
innovation are highly prized currency, and mobility has
become a default workstyle. This explains why people are
on the move—and on their toes—throughout the day. It’s
workday as improvisation.

Rockwell Unscripted
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The workplace
deconstructed to
the performance and
surfaces you need
to get work done.

Creative Wall™
Can be both backdrop and focal point, stage or
landmark. Overall 90"H x 4"D, freestanding from 6' to
16' wide in 6" increments; surfaces in laminate, fabric,
markerboard, veneer, magnetic porcelain, cork, or FilzFelt;
optional hardwired, modular power; optional rolling
conversation boards in magnetic porcelain, cork, and
FilzFelt; optional monitor mount.
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Modular Storage
Put inspiration within reach. An open framework of 42",
54", or 68"H uprights, plannable linked or as freestanding or
mobile assemblies with an eclectic mix of open and enclosed
elements, including shelves, wire baskets, cabinets, lockers,
coat bars, work surfaces, and conversation boards; maximum
30" overall depth.

Sawhorse Table
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A workhorse for task or team, bringing a constructive
spirit to shared workspaces. Available in a wide range of
rectangular sizes from 72"W x 36"D up to 288"W x 54"D and
48", 54", and 60" diameter round, all 28"H; tapered top or easy
top with bullnose or flat edge; wood or metal legs; optional
cordset or hardwired surface-access power.

Meeting complex business challenges calls for multifaceted
networks of individuals and teams—employees, strategic
partners, consultants, and freelancers—that adapt as
projects evolve. It’s good to know that people who work in
groups the majority of their time are more loyal, satisfied,
innovative, and productive.

Knoll

What if we tried it this way?

Rockwell Unscripted

Customize these building
blocks for a highly flexible,
curated work experience.

Creative Wall™ with
Crossbeams and Fins
Expandable planning capabilities provide varying
degrees of aperture and enclosure to form scaleable
pavilions, portals, galleries, cafés, and workshops. The
freestanding, open-ended design allows for circulation
and connection, and the ability to transform the space
over time. A variety of surface materials and interactive
elements bring a sense of play. Crossbeams 64”-288”W in
2” increments; headers 32”-96”W; 4” x 4” columns for L, T,
and X connections; fins 24” (fixed only), 30”, 36”, and 42”W,
fixed or pivot; drapery tracks for crossbeams.
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Easy Table
Work tables in a wide range of sizes and shapes use
friendly rounded corners, handholds, and optional casters
to encourage mobility. Available rectangular, square, round,
D-shaped and Big Easy, from 40"W x 40"D to 120"W x 60"D
bullnose or flat edge; various grommet options and in-surface
or below-surface power and data outlets; cordset-supplied or
hardwired, modular power distribution.

Put your essentials in their place. Available 12"W x 18"D x
20"H and 15"W x 16"D x 24"H; flip top lid; mesh basket with file
suspension; optional loose seat pad.
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Mobile Storage Cart

that what

“In theater,
I’ve always believed

– David Rockwell

for the narrative.”

set the stage

the physical world
can do is

Introducing a more casual atmosphere, providing abundant
choices for places to work, and integrating social spaces
and amenities are ways to empower employees. Inspiration
can strike anywhere, but it helps when you can find your
ideal creative space.
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Rockwell Unscripted

Yes! I figured it out.

Connect, unplug, or
collectively unwind
where you can be
“alone together.”

Club Chair
A roomy home base for inspiration to strike. French
seams, reversible seat cushion with pinch pleat detail; wire
base, wood legs, or 4-star swivel; 33"W x 27"D x 29"H, 17"
seat height.
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Two Step with Lap Tray and Apple Box
Pick a place to perch for a fresh perspective. Simple cubic
forms plan together in myriad ways. Available in corner,
one and two step models, from 20"W to 60"W, select models
available covered; pair with wood storage blocks, metal cube,
lap tray, or loose seat pad.

Laidback pieces that encourage working over coffee
or lunch. Available in seven models at coffee, side, café,
counter, and bar heights, with 22", 27", or 35"W tops,
depending on model.
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Rockwell Unscripted

Occasional Tables

Let’s do something new.
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A flexible, open plan, an emphasis on shared spaces,
and fluid, easy transitions allow people to define how
a workspace is used. So you can transform a space at
a moment’s notice and evolve it over time.

Rockwell Unscripted
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Find your focus
while working in
good company.

Big Easy Table
Open table, open mind—with access to power for
your digital appendages. Available 60", 72", 96", 108",
and 120"W x 60"D with mega grommet cutouts for power
access; bullnose or flat edge; optional cordset or hardwired
below-surface power; optional privacy screen.

Puffy™ Screen
An invitation to get comfortable in a cozy nook.
54" or 66"H x 63"W; 3"-6" thickness, 105-degree curve.
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Mobile Conversation Board
Write it down before you forget it or tack it up so you won’t.
36"W x 68"H x 26"D; available in mix of materials, including peg
board, whiteboard, fabric, cork, and magnetic porcelain; glides
or casters.

Mixed Lockers
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Give your stuff a home for the day. Individual lockers are
12"W, 24", or 30"D, 44" or 58"H when mounted to 54" or 68"H
uprights, respectively; available in groups of 2, 3, or 4 lockers;
lockers in 54"H uprights are single sided, 68"H upright lockers
are back-to-back; range of configurations with open and
enclosed; lock not included.

“A sense of play
is critical
to bringing

fresh

If you have
permission to be
spontaneous,
you find
a new solution.”
– David Rockwell

ideas
to the world.

Visual Index
Rockwell Unscripted is a collection
of improvisational elements that
cultivate community and creativity
for the pace and flow of how you
work. Unscripted sets the stage.
You are the players.

Freestanding
Creative Wall

Creative Wall with
Aperture & Enclosure

90"H x 4"D, from 6' to 16'W by 6"
increments; variety of surface
materials and power options.

Span from 32" to 192", interior,
centerline or exterior modules;
L, T, or X connections; columns;
enclose with drapery, fixed, or
pivot fins.

Telly Screen

Library Table

Sawhorse Table

Three heights: 32", 46", and
60"H, each totem 19"D at the
base, 20"W; minimum of two
totems required.

Available 144", 192", 240", or
288"W; 60"D, 28"H, optional
cordset or hardwired surfaceaccess power.

Rectangular from 72"W x 36"D to
288"W x 54"D and round in 48",
54", and 60" diameter, all 28"H,
optional cordset or hardwired
surface-access power.

Puffy Screen
Two sizes: 54"H x 63"W or
66"H x 63"W, 3"-6" thickness,
105-degree curve.
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Tall Tables

Easy Table

Desk

Counter (36"H) or bar (42"H); 60",
66", 72", 78", and 84"W x 18", 30",
42"D, optional cordset power.

Rectangular, square, round,
D-shaped and Big Easy, from
40"W x 40"D to 120"W x 60"D;
28", 36", 42"H models; glides
or casters, grommet and power
options.

Change up desk on 68”H upright,
36"W x 28"D surface mounts at
28", 36", and 42"H; fixed height
desks on 44", 54", or 68"H
uprights; optional basket; glides
or casters.

Occasional Tables

Modular Storage

Hospitality Cart

Seven models: coffee 35"dia
x 17"H, side 22"sq or 22"dia x
20"H, café 27"dia x 28"H, counter
27"sq or 27"dia x 36"H, bar 27"
sq or 27"dia x 42"H.

Linked or freestanding/mobile
with 30", 36", and 42"W
components between 42", 54",
or 68"H uprights (1"W each);
max 30" overall depth.

36" and 42"W x 18"D x 42"H; 6"
and 36"H fixed shelves with rails,
adjustable middle shelf, locking
casters.

Conversation Board

Coat Rack

Lockers

36"W x 21"D x 68"H; specify
material of choice on each side:
peg board, whiteboard, cork,
fabric, magnetic porcelain; glides
or casters.

30" or 36"W x 30"D x 68"H,
with hat shelf and shoe basket;
casters or glides.

12"W units in groups of 2, 3, or
4 lockers; 24" or 30"D, 44" or
58"H when mounted to 54" or
68"H uprights, respectively.
Rockwell Unscripted
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Credenza

Console

Mobile Storage Cart

Wire base or uprights with
cabinet at 24"H, models include
48" and 60"W x 15", 18" or 24"D;
open, door/open, and full-door
configurations.

Uprights (42"H) with cabinet
at 24"H and shelf at 36"H,
models include 48" and 60"W x
18"D; door/open and full-door
configurations.

Two sizes: 12"W × 18"D × 20"H
and 15"W × 16"D × 24"H; flip top
seat, file basket, casters.

Club Chair

Highback Chair

Highback Settee

33"W x 27"D x 29"H, 17.5" seat
height; three models: wire
base, wood legs, 4-star swivel
base.

Approx. 36"W × 33.5"D × 45"H,
17.5" seat height, two models:
wire base, wood legs.

Approx. 72"W × 33.5"D × 45"H,
17.5" seat height; wood legs.

Modular Lounge

Upholstered Seats

Easy Stools

Six models: Left/right arm
(44"W x 29"D x 29"H), settee
(36", 54" and 72"W x 29"D x
29"H), ottoman (36"W x 25"D x
16"H).

15" Cube or cylinder low (18"H),
cylinder counter (24"H) and bar
(30"H) heights, glides or swivel.

15"W x 15"D, three heights: low
(16"H), counter (24"H), and bar
(30"H).
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Steps

Wood Blocks

Metal Cube

Eight models from one step
corner 20"W x 20"D x 16"H
to two step long 60"W x 40"D
x 31"H; four with optional
covering.

Apple box 12"W x 20"D x 7.5"H;
wood storage cube 20" cube;
tall wood storage 20"W x 20"D
x 40"H.

Table or seat, you decide,
15.75" cube.

Lap Tray

Soft Storage Bins

Mesh Bins

Or impromptu computer
platform, 21.25"W (20"W inside
clearance) x 10.6"D x 11.75"H
(8.8"H work surface).

Two sizes: Under desk 12.25"W
x 19.5"D x 11"H and mobile
22"W x 15"D x 22"H, optional
surface 18"D x 10.25"W.

Two sizes: 18"W x 15"D x 10"H
and 15"W x 16"D x 9"H.

Pillow
For a touch of home at work.
21" square; pinch pleat detail.

Rockwell Unscripted
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®

is a constellation of design-driven
brands and people, working together
with our clients to create inspired
modern interiors.
We are people, collaborators,
products, and brands, united by a
rigorous process, shared experience,
and a distinct modern sensibility.
Our strength in office systems,
seating, furniture, textiles, leather,
and architectural and acoustical
elements allows us to compose
integrated solutions from products
and services that naturally work
together. Since 1938, we’ve been
thinking about how people interact
with their environments, and how
their environments impact what
they do.
Knoll is Modern Always because
modern always works.

Rockwell
Group
creates extraordinary experiences and
built environments across the globe.
Founded in 1984 by David Rockwell,
FAIA, the firm focuses on architecture
and design that emphasizes innovation
and thought leadership in environments
including restaurants, hotels, cultural
institutions, and theater. Inspired by live
performance, Rockwell Group creates a
unique narrative for each project.
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